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The political change on the end last century accompanied with the change 
of strategy of socio-economic development of our country. During this 
period, in agricultural sector were created 368997 farms, most of them 
(322736) were developed livestock production. The change of the strategy 
of development evidenced the importance of continued suitability of 
production, management, and marketing with the requirements of the 
market. The aim of this paper is over passing of the barriers and 
difficulties, accorded with the effectiveness, the guaranty of the product 
quality and adapted prices. The modification of production structures and 
stricter marketing, in respect to the consumers requirements demand 
marketability of qualified and guaranty products.In our country, most of 
the livestock marketable productions are controlled by the Food 
Inspectorate, although it exists the ‘Farmer Seller,’ that means they sell a 
part of our agricultural and livestock products like: milk, eggs, vegetables 
etc. This called ‘Street Supply’ and this conditions the farmers has not 
enough information about the standards of production, about the prices. 
In such situation we must project supported politics to find the 
cooperation form between farmers and authority. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The changes to the strategy of the social-economic development 

orientated the Albanian economy towards the free market, which is reflected 
also in the development of different sectors in the country. This opened up 
opportunities that were unknown previously for the modification of 
production systems and rigorous marketing of products, respecting the 
demands of the consumers and at the same time protecting the revenues of 
producers. 
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Overcoming the challenges is indispensable for the sustainable 
development aiming at the integration of the country in the European 
structures. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of this study is to identify the problems of the 

rigorous marketing as a condition for the improvement of the market 
situation, protecting the interests of the farmer and the consumer. 
 

METHODOLOGY 
Through the study of the present situation of the farmers, to identify 

the development problems and determine the approaches to modify the 
production system structures and rigorous product marketing. The statistical 
information was provided by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and 
Consumer Protection. 

The changes in the end of the last century was accompanied by the 
change of the economic organization in agriculture, where as the result of 
the undertaken policies for the land privatization, about 368997 farms were 
created with an average surface of land 1,1 hectares. Coming from a 
centralized economy, the farmers faced numerous problems, marketing 
being one of the most important ones. Thus the concept of “marketing” was 
introduced in our country only in the last decade of the century. As a new 
concept, and a new activity, it is necessary to build up the knowledge about 
marketing and its numerous practices, because on one side the marketing 
places the consumer in a primary role and on the other hand plays an 
important role in the development of farms and the wellbeing of rural areas. 

But marketing in itself is a very broad concept and activity, and as 
such it has a lot of issues related to its successful organization and 
implementation, while the shortcomings can not be avoided. 

The agricultural sector is presented as the organic production 
industry, which presently, according to the Ministry of Agriculture, Food 
and Consumer Protection, produces around: 

Meat  137000 ton 
Milk  1102000 ton 
Eggs  720 in million  
The Albanian farms, based on their relationship with the market, can 

be classified like: 
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1. Self consumption  
2. Farms sells 
The animal products have a number of characteristics, such as: 
§ They represent an important food source for the people of all age 

groups and as a result are highly requested by the consumers. It has a 
continuously increasing consumption. 

§ Their chemical composition makes them fragile in time. Thus, they 
are easily damaged, which represents the so called the difficulty of the offer 
related to the market demands.  

§ They are voluminous products. 
§ They are products with a short market life cycle. 
All the above specific features reduce the resistance of animal 

products towards long transports and can be easily damaged. 
Thus, their marketing deserves attention. Therefore, among all the 

challenges facing the farmers, we can distinguish the challenges related the 
production, marketing and consumption of safe products by the consumers. 

Finding and using the successful marketing organizational 
approaches becomes especially important and indispensable, mainly for the 
main producers of these products, the farms, the agricultural businesses, 
which number about 368.997. Among these farms, 322736 of them conduct 
animal farming and 89% of them market their products. 

Marketing of the products by the farmers means facing the 
consumers with the quality of the product. In this light, the standards should 
be met, and as a rule the standards are linked to the product certification. 

The issue of certification is related to the standards, or the “technical 
rules” for the production, which from March 2002 works as a voluntary 
standard. This is a voluntary and conditioned action at the same time. The 
latter means that each producer chooses independently the standard he/she 
wants, but is obliged to declare it to the Food Inspectorate, with the label 
and all the documentation accompanying the product. 

The rigorous marketing refers to the products with a verifiable 
quality, which makes it possible to avoid the products of dubious quality. 

The issue of rigorous marketing includes the internal and the 
external market. 

The external market represents a market that applies the 
requirements of rigorous marketing. Thus, in the external market the 
products have a verifiable quality, because they are generally certified 
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products. We can mention the fish products which are produced in the fish 
processing plants established based on European Union standards. 

Beside the fish products, certified food laboratories exist in Albania, 
such as the food laboratory in Durrës which is certified in 2004 by 
CERMET. This laboratory also conducts HACCP certification. 

It also carries out the certification of products marketed in European 
markets. Despite this, our country doesn’t export products of controlled 
origin “DOC”. 

The internal market, presents a different situation from the external 
market. The internal market also has products of verifiable quality which are 
products that are produced according to known standards. Here we can 
mention the products of EHW, Meat Master, etc., which are ISO-9000 
certified. 

Beside these products, other products of reliable quality are 
marketed even though they are not certified, such as 1.5 liter “Eral” milk, 
etc. 

A problematic situation related to rigorous marketing is the one 
related to the products marketed by farmers. 

The Albanian farmers, despite they produce generally clean products 
(without chemicals), do not have the necessary information on the efficient 
practices of rigorous marketing for their products. 

In more than a few cases there are problems regarding inefficient 
packaging and labeling, which is conditioned by:  

o The lack of information on prices, quality standards, etc. 
o Economic difficulties of farmers. 
One of the most dominating problems in the local market is the 

relation producer – seller. The producers can not sell their products to the 
wholesalers, because the latter consider collecting the products of small 
farmers an inefficient way. Thus, the small producers, the farmers, supply 
small daily quantities of fresh dairy products and try to sell them 
themselves, and this presents the street supply. 

The street supply puts the farmer and the consumer in disadvantaged 
positions. The difficulties of the farmers are increased from the competition 
of imported products, loosing valuable time and risking unprotected 
revenues. For them the modern techniques of marketing of animal products 
are completely undeveloped. 
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For this purpose, about 170 farmers-sellers were interviewed in the 
main metropolitan are, since the population in this area is the biggest 
consumer of animal products. The interviewing results are: 

98,6 % of them know the old-fashioned trading techniques. 
99 % market products that are uncontrolled by the competent 

authorities, 
1 % controls their products sometimes. 
Facing the uninformed producers are the buyers, who also have not 

the necessary information on the quality of the products they consume, 
which can also harm their health. In this situation, the satisfaction of the 
consumer by quality products leaves a lot to be desired. 

The street supply is an old practice. The integration of the country in 
the European structures shows that it is indispensable to change this 
situation towards the introduction of controlled and certified products in the 
internal market. This change is indispensable and has an impact in several 
aspects, such as: 

§ the change in buying power; 
§ the protection of consumers and the environment; 
§ in improving the living standard for both the consumers and the 

farmers through protecting the revenues of the latter; 
§ the development of competitive structures; 
§ the support of tourism with controlled products. 
The use of rigorous marketing requirements through reliable 

(certified) quality products seen from the perspective of the producer, makes 
the latter to maintain the capacity and competiveness, as well as creating the 
conditions for the business growth. The production and marketing of 
certified agricultural productions creates an economic environment that 
supports the development of competitive structures in this vital sector for 
the population and the country.  

Beside the above, the certified products lead the buyer behavior 
giving the latter an advantage regarding his/her market objectives and the 
competition. This way, the certification increases the issue of buyers, the 
real consumers under a broader perspective, in all its complexity from the 
point of view of fruitfulness, guarantee of high product quality, 
sustainability and price. 

The rigorous marketing requires the commitment of all structures 
involved. Thus, it is very important to have the necessary legal and 
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institutional infrastructural support. This means standards and respective 
institutions such as Department of Patents and Trademarks, and the 
Department of Food Safety and Consumer Protection at MAFCP. 

The marketing of unsafe products of dubious quality preserves the 
existence of the informal market.  

In this situation, the rigorous marketing of animal products which 
are produced by the farmers represents a challenge that has to be overcome 
as soon as possible. For this purpose, we think that the following 
improvements should be carried out: 

1. Finding more efficient organizational approaches. The farmers 
should be supported through economic policies in order to bring them closer 
to cooperation so that they are more accessible by the wholesale businesses, 
more reliable in the market and more competitive in equal conditions with 
the other providers of the product. This represents the number one request 
for the protection of the producers.  

2. Improvements in the standards’ area. Thus, it is necessary to 
review a number of standards, because most of them are from 1987, which 
even in the rigorous marketing conditions did not provide necessary 
consumer protection. 

3. The harmonization of the producer–collector–processor chain. 
Thus, on one hand the farmers do not approach the milk collection 
structures which are equipped with cooling systems, because of the 
collecting price and the mentality of the farmers themselves. On the other 
hand, these structures are not interested to collect all the produced 
quantities, because it is conditioned by the processing capacities which are 
privatized.  
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